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CALENDAR
Dec 16:19Monthly Meeting 7-9 pm
(Online)

Meeting and Build Session planning
will be discussed at the December
online monthly meeting to determine
status at that time.

Dec 19: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)
Dec 25: Christmas
Dec 26: Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)
2021
Jan 1:

New Years Day

Jan 2:

Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

Jan 9:

Saturday Build Session 1-3 pm
(Online)

2021 Newsletter Publication Schedule
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August

Cut-Off (Fri Midnight)
January 15
February 12
March 12
April 16
May 14
June 11
July 16
August 13

email (Sunday)
January 17
February 14
March 14
April 18
May 16
June 14
July 18
August 15

Please submit any pictures or content for the newsletter to
weaston4@gmail.com by midnight on the cut-off date for any month.

Online Monthly Meeting Notes
11/18/2020 Club Meeting held online. Chapter President, Dave Lockhart opened and conducted the
meeting.
1. Officer Reports:
- Treasurer (Art Murray) ...
- PayPal can be used to pay 2021 dues. Contact artmurray@bellsouth.net.
- The club needs to establish a budget befor the first of the year.
- Secretary/Newsletter Editor (Bill Easton) ...
- Please continue to send articles and pictures for inclusion in the newsletter.
2. CHOA Update (Jim Elmore):
- Our contact now indicates we should contact them in the Spring of 2021.
3. Club Officer Election for 2021:
- President, Treasurer, and Secretary positions no change. VP position still open.
4. 2021 IPMS Nationals Category Sponsorship:
- The club will seek to sponsor four or five Junior Categores. More specifics from Dave Lockhart.
5. ATLANTACON 2021:
- Theme: "Operation Desert Storm" confirmed for the theme.
- "Drop Dead Date" - Feb.1 confirmed as date by which show go/no go would determined.
- Tables: Kim Elmore will check with suppliers for availability and cancellation procedure.
- Judging: Art Murray will speak to Mike Idacavage regarding his thoughts on how judging can
take place given the potential need for social distancing.
- Responsibilities: Lane Royal will handle Make-n-Take, Chuck Davenport will handle the Raffle.
6. Club Meeting Location:
- Dave Lockhart is searching for location options with space for face-to-face monthly meetings.
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Models for the Gwinnett Veterans Memorial Museum
http://vetmemorialmuseum.tripod.com/index.html
B-52, (1/48), Ed Sveum
B-1B, (1/48), Ed Sveum
B-17F, (1/48), Ed Sveum

COMPLETED:
MiG-21, Bill Wofford
F-4, Brian Speer

USS Skipjack (1/72), Dave Lockhart

MiG-17, Bill Johnston
B-58, (1/48), Bill Easton
F-105, Gale Brown, Bill Easton
F-117, Gale Brown
F/A 18, Jim Elmore
F-5, Jim Elmore
F-16B Jim Elmore
F-16C Jim Elmore

IN PROCESS:
F-100, Art Murray
Berlin Airlift 3-Plane Set (1/144)
Ray Wheeler, Bill Easton
UNASSIGNED:

A-10, Brian Mason (Plane Lost In Action)
A-10 (Replacement), Ed Hulsey

A-4 Skyhawk
A-6
F-106
F-86

Please consider building one of
these models. The museum
folks are always glad to receive
a new model for the museum
ceiling display.

All models/kits are 1/32 Scale unless otherwise noted.

CHOA
Childrens' Healthcare of Atlanta
at Egleston Hospital

Upcoming Build Sessions:
Due to COVID-19, no hospital build sessions can be planned at this time. Activities may be resumed at
some point in the Spring of 2021.
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KEN LUNDQUIST 'FLEW WEST' CHASING THE SUN
2020 Has been a year in which our club has lost yet another of our members. One of our
members recently ran across a March obituary notice about Ken Lundquist. We had not seen
Ken at a meeting in quite a long time.
Ken Lundquist Obituary
Ray Wheeler said to his knowledge, Ken was one of the original charter members of the
Atlanta IPMS Chapter. As a model builder, Ken was commissioned to build a model of a 1924
Sperry Messenger for the Smithsonian, that is still in residence today.
During his Air Force career, Ken flew F-102's, C-47's, and T-38's as well as being the captain
of the rifle team. Over time, he was a registered gunsmith, owned a gun store, along with an
interest in a model train store.
Jim Elmore said Ken was pretty shy with not much to say until you mentioned food and
travel. Then, he would be able to give great detail about his favorite restaurants in many cities
across the US from his travels.
I told Jim that I still remember
when at a meeting, I asked Ken
about the scale of a paper model
he had brought in of a Sparrow
bird . Ken gave me a "you are
kidding right" look and said
slowly, "1:1."
Jim said Ken always used to
question him about the scale of
his space ship models. They
enjoyed the inside joke.

Rest In Peace
Ken
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On the "Virtual Table" - November and December Build Work ...

From Jim Elmore

Do-17Z
1/48
Classic Airframes
See Jim's Kit Review and Comments
on this build later in the newsletter.
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Brian Speer's Completed 109

Bf 109 G-6
1/32
Trumpeter
Last month we saw the work-in-process. Here is the final product.
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Stew Swartz P-61 Work-In-Process

A few pix of the P-61 B Black Widow I am making. Still a lot to do but I am making progress. I will
try using decals on the cockpit frames for first time.
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Build review: Classic Airframes 1/48 Do-17Z #4115 - by Jim Elmore

This was one of the last Classic Airframe releases. I had a good experience with their later
Defiant kit and had high expectations for this one. Well . . . this time things were variable. Overall fit
was good, surface detail was not overdone, and the major components went together without drama.
Skepticism is the operative word with Classic Airframes, so test fitting and careful assembly are key.
The major difficulties all centered around the nose and glasswork. The cockpit is nicely detailed,
but the engineering was challenging and the assembly was difficult to keep square and true. The clear
pieces are nice, but there are several of them, plus several small fuselage pieces, that must all fit
together perfectly. Sadly, they don’t. A simpler parts breakdown would allow a better result.
Specifically, the main canopy doesn’t fit well to the fuselage. This left a gap to be filled and sanded,
which unfortunately allowed bits of white putty dust to attach to the inside of the clear parts. The
machine gun mountings seemed designed to leave glue marks and did just that. As none of these
problems appeared until far too late to correct them, I had to simply ignore them.
As to paint, I used Tamiya throughout. I painted the underside using the Black Basing and “little
squiggles” method, which was not really that challenging. It does give you a lot of practice at airbrushing
close up. I used Flory's wash on the bottom. The topside was post highlighted a bit, then detailed with
Tamiya Panel Liner. The kit decals (Cartograph) were first class and depict a bomber from the Battle of
Britain. This completes the Luftwaffe portion of my BoB build.
In conclusion, the difficulties with the canopy were very annoying. It would be lovely to see
Tamiya engineering turned to this subject. The other current kit in this scale is from ICM, but I have
never seen one built.
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Sprue Snippings ...
If you run across a source that you think might be helpful to others for their modeling reference, or just for
general interest, please pass it along. For this month ...
From Michael Blackwood I got a music stand to hold reference books for
painting. It works great. Got one at Amazon for the
same price people are selling used ones for: @
$25.

Also From Michael If you are looking for something to do in Vegas
during the 2021 Nationals, here's and idea ...
https://www.battlefieldvegas.com/packages/

Latest Results "Guess How Long Dave (Lockhart) Can Stay on a Build Session Before Being Called Away by She
Who Must Be Obeyed Contest” :
During the December 5 online build session, Dave managed to participate for 82 minutes before
receiving THE CALL.
Editor Note: Art Murray had previously suggested that anyone who guesses durations of more than one
hour would probably not stand much chance of being correct. As a result, participants were shocked and
disappointed to see their guesses woefully short of Dave's marathon recorded visit time.
However, information leaked from a source close to the chapter president disclosed that Dave had
promised "She Who Must Be Obeyed" some sort of special compensation is she would allow him to
remain in the build session for over an hour. It then appears that Dave's treachery was likely crafted to
crush the optimistic brief time guesses from other participants and to try to lend credence to his boast that
he, "wears the pants" in his family.
The contest rules committee (Art) will be reviewing the situation.
This is a developing story.
Editor Additional Note: Even in the face of a remote meeting and all this skullduggery, there was actually
some decent building and model-related chat taking place during the two-hour online session.
While I believe actual in-person sessions are preferable by most all, I find it nice to be close to the coffee
pot and still be able to do some building while catching-up on modeling conversation. (Just trying to look
for some positive in the current situation.)
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Sprue Snippings ... Continued
Chattanooga ModelCon 2021 Cancelled
Club President, Dave Lockhart, passed along the following regarding the 2021Chattanooga show:
Per Dave:
"Please see a message from Lynn Petty from the Chattanooga Scale Modelers. While this was a
difficult decision due to the serious increase in COVID-19 cases, it was the intelligent, thoughtful, correct
and caring decision to make. It's been a difficult year for many but there is light at the end of the tunnel
and if we all do the right thing, we'll all be together soon sharing the hobby we all love."

Per Lynn Petty:
"Like you, we have watched with concern the increase of COVID-19 cases in Chattanooga, Hamilton
County and indeed the US. We’ve witnessed some of our friends and neighbors suffer with this disease.
Our show in January is normally the highlight of our modeling year as we get to see old friends and new
models. However, many of our regular attendees from out of town as well as a significant number of our
own members have already indicated they will not attend due to personal risk factors and we fully respect
their decision. In light of these the facts we have made the difficult decision to cancel our show for 2021.
We know this will disappoint many, and while we were looking forward to seeing everyone, we’d rather
lose the show for a year than lose any of our friends forever.
As talks of vaccines increase, we look forward to the day when we can once again host our show in a
safe setting. Until then, Stay Safe!"
IPMS/Chattanooga
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Sprue Snippings ... Continued
Easton Model Room Demo and Re-build
Before

Since newsletter content was a bit light this month, I thought I
would include some work-in-process pictures from work being
done on my model building area.
I live with my son and daughter-in-law. When we moved into
this house early this year, I appropriated one end of my
bathroom area to use for modeling. From the Before picture
on the left, you can see my paint booth sitting useless in the
bathtub.
The plan was to eventually get rid of the tub and then get the
paint booth setup and vented to the outside. That activity is
currently underway with labor and planning being handled
pretty much exclusively by my daughter-in-law who is quite
skilled in construction and re-decorating. She learned her
skills from working with her dad in Oklahoma City taking care
of rental properties owned by their family.
I look forward to including an After photo of work completed
on the area in the near future.
Note: I still have a shower available so modeling or bathing
was not an "either-or" situation.

In-Process

The replacement
tiles don't match the
17-year-old ones.
Though a bit
smaller and offcolor, we decided to
leave them for now
since I had to admit
I would probably
just spill paint on
them anyway.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS
by Jim Pernikoff
First off this month, an item of local interest. C-130 Hercules is #39 in
the Legends of Warfare: Aviation series from Schiffer. This is basically
a book of photos, both black & white and color, divided into 13 chapters
covering all the variants, alphabetically, from the YC-130A to the
AC-130U, including little-known ones like the C-130C and C-130G.
Author David Doyle must have spent lots of time in the Lockheed
archives because he’s come up with lots of photos that I’ve never seen
before, and I worked on the program for 7 years! Many of the specialpurpose variants are shown, but certainly not all, and the coverage
concentrates on U.S. military variants, aside from the C-130K which was
unique to the RAF; there is almost no coverage of the many other foreign
users or any of the civilian variants. (There is one photo of an L-100!) If you accept these limitations, this is
one of the best photo books of the C-130, along with the Duke Hawkins volume.
Pacific Profiles, Volume 1, Japanese Army Fighters, New Guinea & the
Solomons 1942-1944, from Avonmore Books of Australia, is the first in a follow-on
series to their acclaimed series South Pacific Air War and Pacific Adversaries, both
of which have been reviewed here. As the title suggests, this is a color & markings
series, claiming to have the most accurate profile drawings of the included aircraft
types, which are the Oscar, Nick and Tony. The introductory chapter gives data on
how different versions of each type can be distinguished from each other and how
the aircraft designation systems work. The aircraft are illustrated by unit number,
with ample photographic backup for the color side-views and occasional threeviews. There is an extensive bibliography and an index of pilots’ names. If you
build Japanese Army fighters of this era, this can be a very useful book. The next
two books will cover Japanese Army bombers and transports and USAAF light bombers, specifically A-20s.
Four Osprey books this month. Air Campaign #18, Malaya & Dutch East
Indies 1941-42, covers the grim period after Pearl Harbor when Japan ran
rampant thru the southwest Pacific. The British and Dutch forces were mainly
equipped with Brewster Buffalos, which the RAF smugly believed would be
superior to any Japanese aircraft, and like the Marines at Midway, were proven
sadly wrong. The Buffalos even had trouble dealing with the obsolete Nates,
which were the principal Japanese Army fighters at the outset of the campaign,
and of course the Oscars and the Navy’s Zeros were even worse. And the
Japanese bombers were able to operate with impunity, included the infamous
sinking of two British capital ships. Even the appearance of some Hurricanes
and American P-40s later on did not help much. As usual, the maps and combat
paintings are a strength of the book, along with an extensive bibliography and
index.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
RAF Fighters vs Luftwaffe Bombers, Battle of Britain, is #68 in the Duel series,
which might tell you something, since the most recent Duel release was #105.
For reasons unknown, this book was delayed repeatedly over the course of 4
years but it has finally appeared. The chapter on technical detail of the
combatant aircraft (including the Defiant) won’t add any new info, but the
annotated cutaways of a Defiant turret and an He 111 cockpit should be useful to
modelers. The Strategic Situation chapter shows how the RAF fighter squadrons
were based and how the combination of radar and coast watchers provided the
information for the operations rooms to vector the fighters. The rest of the book
includes charts showing the tactics the fighters used to attack and describes how
the bomber formations were designed to maximize the bombers’ meager
defensive armament. (Yes, the bombers did shoot down some fighters.) And the
(unintended) ramming attack shown on the cover is described inside, including photos of the wreckage of
both aircraft! (The Hurricane pilot and two of the He 111 crewmen did survive.) Not the most compelling
book on the Battle of Britain, but there is some useful information.
World War II German Heavy-Siege Guns is New Vanguard #280 and was
released earlier this year. It covers mainly 3 types of weapons: the 600mm Karl
self-propelled mortars, the 800mm Gustav and Dora railroad guns, and the
355mm self-propelled howitzer, though there is some coverage of guns left over
from WWI, and a few from Skoda. These were mainly intended for use against
the Maginot Line but ultimately saw most of their limited use on the Eastern
front. Because of the limited number of subjects, the 48-page format of this
series is less limiting than usual, and there is a good amount of info about the
conception, design and usage of these guns. The color plates show how they
were transported (in sections) and assembled. Their limited use in combat is
described, with the conclusion that for all their size, their effect on the battlefield
was limited.
World War II US Gunships is X-Planes #14 and is about the YB-40 and XB-41,
versions of the B-17F and B-24D that were designed as heavily-armed escorts
for the similar-type bombers, carrying extra guns and ammo in lieu of bombs.
The idea seemed promising, but the problem is that while the gunships could
keep up with the heavily-loaded bombers on the outbound trip, they could not
keep up on the return trip, since the bombers, now devoid of their bomb loads,
were much lighter and faster, but the gunships still had most of their heavy load.
Author William Wolf goes into substantial detail on how the concept came about,
how the mods to the B-17Fs were designed, and how the results of the YB-40
missions were evaluated, with the eventual decision to retain the chin turret
(subsequently added to the B-17G) but otherwise return the aircraft to standard
bomber configuration. Brief histories of all of the YB-40/TB-40 aircraft are
provided. The section on the B-24D/XB-41 is much briefer, since only one aircraft was modified and it was
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
never used in combat. There are three-view drawings of both types and a cutaway of a YB-40. Other
proposals for similar mods to the B-26 and B-29 are covered as well. This is the first book ever on these
unusual “convoy protectors”, and there is probably no need for another.
Boeing 727, Triumph in the Skies, from Dan Dornseif and Schiffer
Publishing, is the obvious follow-on to the same team’s excellent book on
the 737 from 2017. This one is, in a way, better because the 727 is basically
past history, so the entire story can be told. The developmental history
reviews the jetliners already in service and shows how Boeing had to balance
the differing requirements of the interested airlines, in part to counter interest
in a design called the Douglas DC-9, which at the time was a four-engined
airplane! There is an extensive chapter on the building, testing and
promotion of the original variant (now called the -100) and another on the
development and use of the -200 which made up the bulk of production. A
chapter on aftermarket development chiefly deals with reducing noise to
continue to keep the airplane viable in the face of new regulations; another
deals with proposed derivatives, including a proposed stretched -300 and other proposals that eventually
led to the aircraft’s successor, the 757. An extensive section on aircraft systems could be useful to anyone
desiring to superdetail a 727 model, which leads me into the 43-page modelers’ section, which includes
detailed kit-build articles on aircraft in 1/72, 1/144 and 1/200 scales. I think it’s safe to say that if there is
anything that you’d want to know about the “three-holer”, it’s in the book!
Apollo Expeditions to the Moon from Dover Publications is a 2019 expanded
and updated edition of a book first published by NASA itself in 1975 and first
revised in 2009. It is an edited book, with a series of chapters written by such
luminaries as Wernher von Braun, NASA administrator Jim Webb, capsule
communicator Chris Kraft and six astronauts, along with some people you’ll never
have heard of. These cover all aspects of Apollo, from the original conception to
the last moon mission, backed up by a good choice of photos and diagrams. My
favorite chapter was Jim Lovell’s, describing the harried life aboard the stricken
Apollo 13. If you lived through that time or just like reading about manned “real
space” travel, you’ll want this book.
Now this month’s “non-modeling” book. As you might expect, I’m a big fan of the
Israeli Air Force and their great pilots. Fire in the Sky from Pen & Sword is the
autobiography of Amos Amir, who flew Mirages and Phantoms from 1959 to 1972,
seeing combat in both the Six-Day War and the War of Attrition and becoming an
ace. After retiring from active flying, he became deputy commander of the IAF with
the rank of Brigadier General. His book is a good read, though the way the chapters
jump back and forth from his active service career to his upbringing and training is a
bit jarring. But if you want, you can choose to read the chapters in chronological
order if you choose. Photos are limited to a 16-page insert in black & white, which
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
includes quite a few gun-camera images. If you’re a fan of the IAF or of jet fighter combat, this one is worth
getting.
Kalmbach is back with another FineScale Modeler special issue, Building and
Detailing Aircraft. The 14 projects cover a variety of scales and eras, with
some interesting techniques described, such as painting nose art, masking
canopies, dropping flaps and even motorizing a model. What will make this
issue indispensable is a mind-blowing 12-page Aircraft Color Guide, which
provides paint numbers for no fewer than 27 different lines of paint, crossreferenced to dozens of aircraft colors from 20 different countries, even some
smaller countries like Brazil, Finland, Slovakia and South Africa! Even Model
Master is included, even though the line has been discontinued. (I think
Kalmbach should make this available as a stand-alone reference.) Even if you
find most of the content repetitious, you’re going to want this issue just for the
Color Guide.
Air Age has published its third Flight Journal special called WWII Fighters, and
like its predecessors focuses on pilot reports. Former Grumman test pilot Corky
Meyer comparison-tested the Hellcat and Corsair in 1943 and gives the pluses
& minuses of both. He found that, contrary to popular belief, the Hellcat was
not slower, and he explains why. This article also has some interesting
sidebars. Eric Brown reported on the Fw 190 and Robin Olds on the P-38, in
which he became an ace. There are also “pireps” on the P-51, Me 262 and
Zero, and Meyer wraps things up by giving his ratings on the best fighters of the
war in both Europe and the Pacific. His #1 in Europe may surprise you, but
when Wings/Airpower magazine did the same thing years ago, they reached
the same conclusion! And the photos, both vintage and modern, are well
selected.
From Key Publishing in the U.K. come a couple of good bookazines. Boeing
777 is a good technical history of one of my favorite airliners (in part because I
helped design it!). All of the variants are described chronologically, with detailed
specification tables. There is a chapter on Boeing’s ecoDemonstrator, designed
to keep the aircraft up-to-date as environmental standards tighten, and particular
attention paid to the 777-8 and 777-9, the newest variants collectively referred to
as the 777X. There is also an article about the new GE9X engine being
developed, and chapters showing the design and construction of the cabin and
the wing. If you’re looking for markings (aside from British Airways), you’ll be
disappointed because most of the photos show 777s in various iterations of
Boeing house colors. This follows on the heels of similar issues on the 787 and
A350, and there is one coming soon on the A380.
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JIM'S PRINTED MATTERS - Continued
I think of Aviation Archive as special publications, but the fact is that the issues
come out bimonthly and it is possible to subscribe to them on Key’s website.
#51 is on Classic Airliners of the 1950s, and covers 24 airliners from 7
different countries, from the SAAB Scandia to the Canadair CL-44, continuing
up to the 707 and DC-8. As usual, the large page size and foldouts allow for
gloriously large photos, and the hand-drawn isometric cutaways largely
missing from recent issues are back in force, with 9 of aircraft and 1 of the
Rolls-Royce Dart turboprop engine! There are also a number of color side
views. If you like the “golden era” of passenger airliners, this is a nice piece of
work.
I mentioned on Facebook that the new owners of Haynes had decided to end the series of printed Owners’
Workshop Manuals and go to digital publications only. I have received conflicting information as to whether
the existing manuals will be kept in print or be allowed to run out; latest info is that the existing books will
remain in print for the foreseeable future. But that is unconfirmed as of now, so I’d still suggest that you
buy any copies that you want as soon as possible, since the situation may be fluid. I am also trying to
confirm whether the new releases for the first half of 2021, which I gave you a list of last month, will in fact
by published. Since Haynes is still showing these on their website, I am hopeful that they will be, but again
I have no confirmation at the time of this writing.
Unlike in past years, I have seen no new noteworthy bargain books at Barnes & Noble this year, but some
of the titles reviewed in past years are available again. In particular, the large, leather-bound volumes from
Beaux Arts Editions on the four major U.S. armed services are all available at affordable prices, but note
that these still have not been updated in years and some appear in two different page sizes (no difference
in content) and prices.
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Publishers Survey – Osprey Discontinued Series
from Jim Pernikoff
Last month I provided you with two checklists covering Osprey’s current series and non-series books,
including the series that are dormant and still listed in Osprey’s online catalog. This was an update to the
checklist I provided you with in 2017.
This month I’m following up with a similar update on Osprey’s older discontinued series. But wait, you say:
if the series were already discontinued in 2017, why an update? And why are there now two lists? Well, the
2017 list was actually quite incomplete, only including the older series published in the same size format as
the current series, including the Aircam, Airwar, Vanguard and Aviation Pioneers series, among others.
Osprey published a lot more books than that, and many should still be of interest. And since there is at
least some interest among members about motor vehicles, I’ve now included a separate list of automotive
books. You can use it or ignore it, as you prefer.
First to the list now titled Discontinued Series – Aero. The first 4-1/4 pages of this list are identical to the
2017 list. As mentioned above, all those series share the same page size and softcover, perfect-bound
format as all of their current series, as listed in last month’s 49-page checklist. Starting with Osprey Air
Combat, a series of hefty softcovers, all the other listings are new.
The primary content of the additional listings is the well-known Osprey Colour Series, a very popular series
of color photo books that ran from 1982 to 1992. I have quite a few of them and I’ll bet that many of you
probably own a few as well. They were uniformly of a squarish page format, softcover, perfect-bound and
128 pages, and covered a wide variety of topics. For full-color books they were quite affordably priced.
During the same period, Osprey also had a numbered series of 26 books, done to the exact same format,
called Superbase, showing some of the more famous air bases of the world. American bases included such
well-known venues as Nellis, Miramar, Edwards and Pax River. The series ended the same time as the
Colour Series, 1992, leaving six announced titles unpublished (which are listed), which always puzzled me.
Osprey then split the Colour Series up into more specific series called Military Aircraft, Classic Aircraft and
Civil Aircraft, and aside from now having a common cover design, the concept was still the same, though for
some reason, they switched to hardcover for a while in 1992-93 before realizing that wasn’t getting the
results they wanted and reverting to softcover. These series lasted into 1996, with Civil Aircraft alone
continuing a few years further.
Osprey followed these series up with a single, numbered series called Colour Classics (which also appears
on the Auto checklist), continuing the same format for a while longer. By 1999, Osprey apparently decided
that these squarish-page series had run their course, and discontinued the lot to concentrate on the military
series which they still produce, en masse, to this very day. (Motorbooks of the U.S., who had distributed the
Colour Series here, continued the basic concept for many more years, but that will have to be the subject of
later checklists!)
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Publishers Survey – Continued
Discontinued Series – Auto begins with two series of similarly sized hardcover books, Autohistories
covering automobile marques and Collector’s Library doing the same for motorcycles.
Then comes the Osprey Colour Series, formatted the same as the books on the first checklist, though
obviously fewer in number. I decided to separate out the books on motorcycles, trucks & buses and
agricultural equipment because of their unique nature. (I wonder if I should have done something similar on
the Aero list?)
Then in 1992, as they had done with the Aero books, they split the Colour Series into six new series, which
continued on for a few years. Again, they started out doing these new series in hardcover (except,
mysteriously, for the motorcycle titles) before switching back to softcover. Oddly, a number of these new
series wound up with only one or two books, which seems quite puzzling.
Then, as with the Aero books, they switched to a numbered series of Colour Classics. Unlike the Aero
books, they did follow that with 2 more series, Classic Histories having some very thick volumes. But again,
they decided they had reached the end of the line and discontinued all their automotive titles, to stick in the
future to military history only. I imagine they would have transferred their automotive property to another
publisher, but I have not been able to figure out who that might have been.
In spite of the much-increased content, I can assure you that neither of these checklists is anything near
complete; in fact, if you have an old Osprey book that does not appear on any of the four checklists that I’ve
provided you last month and this, please let me know and I’ll see about adding it.

Two checklists Jim mentioned can be found in the pdf files accompanying this newsletter:
Osprey Dscontnd Series - Aero.pdf and Osprey Dscontnd Series - Auto.pdf
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